Jeep patriot trims

The Patriot was manufactured at Chrysler 's Belvidere, Illinois assembly plant alongside the
Compass. In the U. Both front-wheel drive and four-wheel drive are available. The Patriot
features two four-wheel drive systems both of which are electronically controlled. The basic
four-wheel drive system is called Freedom Drive I. The ECC clutch is pulsed during turns to
avoid the system from binding the drivetrain. The other system, called Freedom Drive II , is
based on Freedom Drive I, but by using the vehicle's CVT transmission it is capable of a gear
reduction simulating a low range usually found in vehicles with dedicated transfer cases. This
"crawl" ratio is achieved with a much lower numerically higher rear differential gear compared
to non Freedom Drive II vehicles. The 2. For Europe and Australia, a 2. All EU cars are fitted as
standard with four wheel drive and a version of the Freedom Drive System that tuned differently
from the U. The Patriot uses a continuously variable transmission equipped with a four wheel
drive system , marketed as Freedom Drive II, capable of holding the lowest ratio the CVT can
reach, in lieu of a traditional two-speed transfer case. The Patriot carries Jeep's "Trail Rated"
badging. The Patriot received minor interior and exterior upgrades for The front fog lamps were
shrunken and relocated, and the "Patriot" lettering on the rear bumper was removed and
replaced with a more traditional rear bumper. In Canada, North Edition replaced the Latitude
trim with slightly different equipment. In the EU market, the 2. For , a 70th Anniversary Edition
model was offered to commemorate the Jeep history. It was based on the Sport model with
special olive or beige interior colors, unique alloy wheels, a nine-speaker Boston Acoustics
premium sound system with subwoofer and fold-down lift gate speakers, Sirius XM Radio , a
leather-wrapped steering wheel , leather seats , heated front seats, and other features. This
model was available from May to October For only, an Altitude Edition model, based on the
Sport model, was offered. It featured a black leather upholstery, special black-finished alloy
wheels, a nine-speaker sound system, Sirius XM Radio, a leather-wrapped steering wheel,
heated front seats, and black-painted exterior accents. This model started production in May ,
and was only available for a few months. For the model year, a Freedom Edition model, based
on the Sport model, was offered to commemorate Jeep's commitment to the U. Army and
military , as well to commemorate all of the soldiers who have served. It has a special star hood
decal , power leather seats, a leather-wrapped steering wheel, Sirius XM Radio, and
dark-finished alloy wheels. This model features Commando Green Metallic exterior paint that is
not available on other Jeep Patriots. The Jeep Patriot underwent many changes in trims or
models for the model year; however, was the first model year that Freedom Drive 1 Patriots
came with a Hyundai 6-speed automatic transmission instead of the CVT. Models without
additional optional side air bags were rated Marginal. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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from Jeep. What is a VIN Number? Each character in the VIN number can be decoded to
determine where the car was built, what year, which automotive features are included and more.
Together, all the VIN numbers create a history about your Buick. Additionally, you can find the
VIN at various locations on your car. Other places to search for a vehicle identification number
include various locations under the hood of your car. Learn how to find a VIN number on your
car. Now that you found your VIN Buick number, you can start to decode your car, truck or
automobile. The first character The first character indicates the country where the vehicle was
manufactured. Search first to find the model year for your car, then, in order to check VIN
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improve your experience. Thinking about buying yourself a Jeep Patriot? We were all so excited
for the Jeep Patriot and to see everything it had to offer, and then it just disappeared. It sold
well, offered a great sibling to the Jeep Compass and treated the market right. And yet, Jeep
threw it into the waste bin of history to fade like a dream upon waking. So now here we are, no
more Jeep Patriot. Instead, the Jeep Compass has thrived and offers the best of what came
before. Rather than give the Patriot a second generation as it, perhaps, deserved , the
second-generation Jeep Compass stood alone and carried on the traditions of both itself and its
sibling. Personally, I dug the fact that we had multiple options to choose from with SUVs from
Jeep, but I can also see things from their perspective. There was certainly some redundancy
that has been cleaned up with the Jeep Compass, which offers everything you could want from
what the Compass and Patriot used to offer. The Jeep Compass has quite a few trim levels
available, but the major ones are the Sport no surprise , the Latitude, the Altitude, the Limited,
and the Trailhawk. If squeezing every ounce of value out of your new car purchase at a low price
point is your goal, then buy a Jeep Patriot Sport. It also has plenty of standard safety features
for the price, and a surprisingly spacious cargo area for the size. That was all well and good for ,
but what about now? The Sport is still the starting trim level for the Jeep Compass, which builds
upon what came before and generally improves upon it. The Sport comes with a 2. It has inch
tires and comes with a 7-inch Uconnect display that includes voice controls. The interior of the
Compass includes cloth bucket seats, air conditioning with dual zone control, and other
standard features. It has a rear backup camera, stability control, and airbags. There are other
options available, but as you would expect from the starting trim level, not much more in the
way of luxury or sophistication. More expensive than the Sport trim, but no where near a price
that will break the bank, is the Sport SE. Which is able to provide a proportionate increase in
value when compared to the price. The seats? Not only does this provide you with increased
value, but also with enhanced comfort and eye-catching style. Not much to say here, there is no
Sport SE trim level available on the Compass. The next step up from the standard Sport is the
Latitude. But there are more high-end options available than there were with the Patriot. With
the exterior pallet of paint colors nearly doubling, you have an even greater chance of making
your Patriot Latitude feel much more upscale than the price you paid for it. But, that extra
two-grand up front for the starting MSRP nets you even more fun features. Such as heated
premium cloth bucket seats, standard air conditioning, volt auxiliary power outlet, a
leather-wrapped steering wheel, speed sensitive power door locks, and more. The Latitude is a
step up from the Jeep Compass Sport, but not necessarily a huge one. Notable changes include
a shift to inch tires standard and an option for upgrading to inch tires â€” neither of which are
available for the Sport. The Latitude also features a 2. You also get cloth and vinyl bucket seats,
rather than just cloth, and similar air conditioning. The Latitude has the same 7-inch Uconnect
display, but there is an option to upgrade that to an 8-inch display with Navigation. Safety
features are pretty much the same between the Sport and Latitude, though additional options
with the Latitude include power-adjustable seats for the driver, an optional sunroof, and leather

details on the shift knob and steering wheel that are standard. The range-topping High Altitude
trim is entirely worth it. Features like standard leather trimmed seats, a power sunroof, inch cast
aluminum wheels, bright exterior accents, and so much more. Mechanically, it is pretty much
identical to the Latitude, with the same engine and transmission. Many of the interior features
are also similar between them, though the Altitude has some stylistic difference such as
standard piano black interior accents, which are not available on the Latitude, and an option for
gunmetal interior accents. One of the biggest differences between the Latitude and Altitude is
that the Jeep Compass Altitude includes inch tires, which are black aluminum not available on
the Latitude. The first of two trim levels not previously available â€” sorry Jeep Patriot â€” the
Limited is essentially the pinnacle of sophistication and luxury for the Jeep Compass. In terms
of performance, it has the same engine and transmission as the Latitude and Altitude, so they
all pretty much handle the same. Where things really set the Limited apart, however, is inside
the cabin. The Jeep Compass Limited features heated leather trim bucket seats, with a
power-adjustable driver seat and manually adjustable passenger seat standard. It has an
auto-dimming rearview mirror, not available on lower trim levels, a heated steering wheel, and
an 8-inch touchscreen display. While the other trim levels include a 3-inch black and white
driver info display, the Limited has a 7-inch color driver information display. Finally, the Jeep
Compass Limited also has access to some safety options not available on other trim levels.
These include both blind spot and cross path detection, forward collision
wiring diagram for 240 volt baseboard heater
3 way dimmer switch wiring diagram multiple lights
2008 pontiac grand prix headlight problems
warning, and lane departure warning. So not only is the interior of the Limited a more elegant
experience, but you can also make it a safer one as well. The Trailhawk was not available on the
Jeep Patriot or first-generation Compass, so it stands alone in the modern era. It has inch tires
but comes with all-season off-road tires not available on the other trims. The Trailhawk also has
rear tow hooks, which make it ideal for off-roading and helping others who get themselves into
trouble. After that, the second generation Compass is replacing both the first generation
Compass and the Patriot. Two years ago we knew the Jeep Patriot was on its way out, to be
replaced by the Compass, and it happened just as we said it would. Take a close look. Your
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